MUSICIANS INSTITUTE
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808  Bass
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804  Keyboard
809  Recording
805  Voice
810  Reference
Solid, contemporary teaching that covers it all! Musicians Institute Press is the official series of instructional publications from Southern California’s renowned music school, Musicians Institute. These books, book/CD packages, and videos have been created by MI instructors who are among the world’s best and most experienced professional musicians. With in-depth, easy-to-follow instruction on a variety of topics, MI Press publications are designed to help guitarists, bassists, drummers, vocalists, and keyboardists become better musicians. The series: • Essential Concepts – Designed from actual courses taught at MI! • Master Class – Designed from MI’s many unique master classes and workshops • Private Lessons – One-on-one instruction with MI teachers on a wide variety of performing and technical topics. Please see the Hal Leonard DVD Catalog for more Musicians Institute titles.

**KEYBOARD**

**BLUES HANON**
50 Exercises for the Beginning to Professional Blues Pianist
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
In this private lesson for beginning to professional blues pianists, Deneff covers: major and minor blues modes; workouts for the right and left hand; building fluency in all 12 keys; suggested fingerings; practice tips; and soul, gospel, boogie woogie, R&B and rock styles.

___ 00695708 Book/CD Pack $16.95

**DICTIONARY OF KEYBOARD GROOVES**
The Complete Source for Loops, Patterns & Sequences in All Popular Styles
by Gail Johnson
Private Lessons
The first comprehensive source for keyboard grooves complete with transcriptions and tips on loop construction! Covers: dance, funk, jazz, Latin, reggae, R&B and rock ‘n’ roll grooves. All loops are fully scored and fully compatible with all samplers and recording software. This book/CD pack can serve as a sample library or a style manual for keyboardists who want to learn new patterns. The CD is filled with keyboard grooves that can be sampled and looped in a groove and includes MIDI files that can be edited (as far as tempo & key), then used in songs, as play-along tracks, or as a learning tool for knowledge of voicing and style. Files are in .wav audio and MIDI format. The book includes sampling tips, notation for all grooves, and much more helpful info.

___ 00695556 Book/CD Pack $16.95

**FUNK KEYBOARDS – THE COMPLETE METHOD**
A Contemporary Guide to Chords, Rhythms, and Licks
by Gail Johnson
Master Class
Explore the chords, rhythms, and techniques used by the greatest funk keyboardists! The CD includes 81 full-band tracks. Subjects covered include: common chords and progressions; classic funk rhythms, licks, and patterns; synth bass, multiple keyboard playing; and pitch wheel and modulation.

___ 00695536 Book/CD Pack $15.95

**HIP-HOP KEYBOARD**
by Henry Soleh
Breuer Private Lessons
A hands-on guide to essential hip-hop and rap keyboard techniques. Covers all keyboard instruments, sampling and loops, rhythmic feel and groove, and more. The CD includes 89 authentic-sounding tracks. Also includes a complete history of hip-hop.

___ 00695936 Book/CD Pack $17.95

**JAZZ CHORD HANON**
70 Exercises for the Beginning to Professional Pianist
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
70 essential exercises in a variety of styles to benefit the jazz keyboardist, all based on the requisite Hanon studies.

The exercises address major and minor modes, blues scales, pentatonic scales, workouts for right and left hands, and more. Doing these exercises is guaranteed to build fluency in twelve keys! Also includes suggested fingerings and suggestions for practice.

___ 00695791 Book/CD Pack $16.99

**JAZZ HANON**
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
This one-on-one lesson with Musicians Institute instructor Peter Deneff features 50 exercises for the beginning to professional jazz pianist, covering: angular lines, large intervals, pentatonic patterns, blues scales, irregular chromatic melodies, suggestions for practice, and more.

___ 00695554 Book/CD Pack $16.99

**JAZZ PIANO**
A Complete Guide to Jazz Theory and Improvisation
by Christian Klikovits
Essential Concepts
This book and CD package contains a wealth of knowledge for any aspiring jazz musician. The accompanying CD holds 57 tracks for you to play along with and hone your improvising skills. It covers all aspects of jazz piano, including: seventh, altered and extended chords; progressions; rootless voicings; octave voicings; tritone substitution; functional harmony; chromatic harmony; scales and modes; what to play over various chord types; building melodies; soloing; and more!

___ 00695773 Book/CD Pack $17.95

**KEYBOARD TECHNIQUE**
by Steve Weingard
Essential Concepts
This great new book is a comprehensive source for scales, arpeggios, and exercises. Topics covered include: major, minor and chromatic scales • major, minor and seventh chord arpeggios • diatonic harmony • finger strength and independence • trills, hand-over-hand, and repeated-note exercises • and touches on styles such as boogie-woogie and ragtime.

___ 00695365 Book/CD Pack $12.95
KEYBOARD VOICINGS
THE COMPLETE GUIDE
by Kevin King
Essential Concepts
Everything you need to know about keyboard voicings, including: triads, seventh chords, extended chords, suspended chords, and altered chords, inversions; voice leading; intervals; diatonic harmony; and more!
CD includes 99 full-band tracks.

MUSIC READING FOR KEYBOARD
by Larry Steelman
Essential Concepts
A complete method for: notes, rhythms, keys, time signatures; treble and bass clefs; right and left hand patterns and accompaniments; popular song styles; repeat signs, accidentals, codas; and more.

POP ROCK KEYBOARDS
THE COMPLETE GUIDE
by Henry Sol-Eh Brewer & David Garfield
Private Lessons
Learn the essential theory, history, various styles and techniques that every aspiring pop and rock keyboardist should know. The accompanying CD includes 85 tracks with demos, play-along tracks, and original compositions by the authors.

R&B SOUL KEYBOARDS
by Henry J. Brewer
Private Lessons
A hands-on guide to the essential R&B soul grooves, chords, and techniques. It covers Gospel and soul keyboard voicings, technique, independence, and the left hand, rhythm, feel, groove, and much more. The CD includes 99 full-band tracks.

ROCK HANON
70 EXERCISES FOR THE BEGINNING TO PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
The latest in our popular series of Hanon books, this volume for rock keyboardists features 70 essential exercises in a variety of styles: classic rock, pop, progressive rock, rockabilly, and more, all based on the requisite Hanon studies. The exercises address major and minor modes, blues scales, pentatonic scales, workouts for right and left hands, and more. Doing these exercises is guaranteed to build fluency in twelve keys! Also includes suggested fingerings and suggestions for practice.

SALSA HANON
50 ESSENTIAL EXERCISES FOR LATIN PIANO
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
50 patterns for the beginning to professional pianist, including the styles of Latin, Cuban, Montuno, salsa, and cha-cha.

SAMBA HANON
50 ESSENTIAL EXERCISES FOR LATIN PIANO
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
50 patterns for the beginning to professional pianist, including the styles of Samba, Bossa Nova, Lambada, Río De Janeiro and more.

STRIDE HANON
60 EXERCISES FOR THE BEGINNING TO PROFESSIONAL PIANIST
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
60 essential exercises in a variety of stride styles to benefit the jazz keyboardist, all based on the requisite Hanon studies. The exercises address: stride, ragtime, Broadway, honky-tonk, New Orleans, Harlem stride, 2-beat swing, Fats Waller, Dr. John, Scott Joplin, Willie “The Lion” Smith, Art Tatum, Jelly Roll Morton, and more.

VOICE
ADVANCED VOCAL TECHNIQUE
MIDDLE VOICE, PLACEMENT & STYLES
by Dena Murray and Tita Hutchison
Essential Concepts
A voice that sounds like one register: isn’t this what most singers want? And how do you get that sound live, outside of all the engineering tools used in a studio? A follow-up to the author’s highly successful Vocal Technique book & 2-CD set, Advanced Vocal Technique teaches the higher skills needed to bridge your voice and help you get the sound you desire in whichever style you choose. Includes: placement and air function; exercising the tongue and mouth; singing in the mask and bridging; use of the slide; strengthening your voice; all styles including jazz, country, R&B, pop, rock; and more. The included CD contains demonstrations, exercises, and full band demo tracks!

HARMONY VOCALS
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
by Mike Campbell & Tracee Lewis
Private Lessons
Learn to sing harmony like a pro! This private lesson guide covers: building your own harmonies; reading music; scales, chords and intervals; stage and studio techniques; drills for the advanced singer; and more. Includes 18 real songs in a variety of styles (pop, rock, blues, funk, soul & country), and a CD with 99 full-demo tracks.

THE MUSICIANS GUIDE TO RECORDING VOCALS
by Dallen Beck
Private Lessons
Please see the Recording section for a complete description.
Unlock the method to the madness! *Rock Vocals* is a dynamic guide to singing in rock and pop styles. You will understand how your voice works and how to take care of it. A variety of ranges and effects are also discussed as well as information on staying healthy, gig and rehearsal etiquette, and much more! The accompanying audio CD features 26 demonstration and practice tracks.

**SIGHTSINGING**

*The Complete Method for Singers*

by Mike Campbell

**Essential Concepts**

Includes over 300 examples and exercises and covers: major, minor, modes and the blues, arpeggios, chromaticism, rhythm and counting, professional lead sheets; and much more!

**VOCAL TECHNIQUE**

*New* A Guide to Finding Your Real Voice

by Dena Murray

**Essential Concepts**

Unlock your true potential and start singing easily and effortlessly with this book/2-CD pack by Musicians Institute vocal instructor Dena Murray. She teaches how to: breathe naturally; improve your speaking voice; stop holding, pushing and squeezing; develop your natural three-octave range; place your chest and head voices; and bridge the registers to sound like one voice.

**GUITAR**

*Please see the Hal Leonard Guitar & Bass Catalog for complete descriptions.*

**ADVANCED GUITAR SOLOING**

*The Professional Guide to Improvisation*

by Daniel Gilbert & Beth Marlis

**Essential Concepts**

_________ 00695636 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**ADVANCED SCALE CONCEPTS AND LICKS FOR GUITAR**

by Jean Marc Belkadi

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695208 Book/CD Pack $16.95

**BASIC BLUES GUITAR**

by Steve Trovato

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695180 Book/CD Pack $15.99

**BLUES/ROCK SOLOING FOR GUITAR**

*A Guide to the Essential Scales, Licks and Soloing Techniques*

by Robert Calva

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695680 Book/CD Pack $19.99

**BLUES RHYTHM GUITAR**

by Keith Wyatt

**Master Class**

_________ 00695131 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**DEAN BROWN — MODERN TECHNIQUES FOR THE ELECTRIC GUITARIST**

by Bruce Buckingham

_________ 00696002 DVD $29.95

**CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR GUITAR**

*101 Patterns for All Styles from Folk to Funk!*

by Tom Kolb

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695664 Book/CD Pack $17.99

**CHORD TONE SOLOING**

*A Guitarist’s Guide to Melodic Improvising in Any Style*

by Barrett Tagliarino

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695855 Book/CD Pack $24.99

**CHORD-MELODY GUITAR**

*A Guide to Combining Chords and Melody to Create Solo Arrangements in Jazz and Pop Styles*

by Bruce Buckingham

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695646 Book/CD Pack $17.99

**CLASSICAL & FINGERSTYLE GUITAR TECHNIQUES**

by David Oakes

**Master Class**

_________ 00695171 Book/CD Pack $17.99

**CLASSICAL THEMES FOR ELECTRIC GUITAR**

25 Solo Guitar Arrangements

by Jean Marc Belkadi

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695806 Book/CD Pack $15.99

**CONTEMPORARY ACOUSTIC GUITAR**

**Creative Chord Shapes**

Guitarist’s Guide to Open-String Chord Forms

by Jamie Findlay

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695320 Book/CD Pack $16.95

**THE DIMINISHED SCALE FOR GUITAR**

by Jean Marc Belkadi

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695227 Book/CD Pack $10.99

**ESSENTIAL RHYTHM GUITAR**

by Steve Trovato

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695181 Book/CD Pack $15.99

**ETHNIC RHYTHMS FOR GUITAR**

by Jean Marc Belkadi

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695873 Book/CD Pack $17.99

**EXOTIC SCALES & LICKS FOR ELECTRIC GUITAR**

by Jean Marc Belkadi

**Private Lessons**

_________ 00695860 Book/CD Pack $16.95
**Funk Guitar**
The Essential Guide
by Ross Bolton
Private Lessons
00695149 Book/CD Pack $15.99

**Guitar Soloing**
A Comprehensive Improvisation Method
by Joe Elliott
Private Lessons
00695406 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**Jazz Guitar Chord System**
by Scott Henderson
Private Lessons
00695291 Book/CD Pack $10.95

**Jazz Guitar Improvisation**
by Sid Jacobs
Master Class
00695128 Book/CD Pack $18.99
00695908 DVD $19.95
00695639 Video $19.95

**Jazz-Rock Triad Improvising for Guitar**
by Jean Marc Belkadi
Private Lessons
00695361 Book/CD Pack $15.99

**Latin Guitar**
The Essential Guide to Brazilian and Afro-Cuban Rhythms
by Bruce Buckingham
Master Class
00695379 Book/CD Pack $17.99

**A Modern Approach to Jazz, Rock & Fusion Guitar**
by Jean Marc Belkadi
Private Lessons
00695143 Book/CD Pack $15.99

**Modern Jazz Concepts for Guitar**
Innovative Improvisation Techniques
by Sid Jacobs
Master Class
00695711 Book/CD Pack $16.95

**Modern Rock Rhythm Guitar**
A Guide to the Essential Chords, Riffs, Rhythms and Grooves
by Danny Gill
Private Lessons
00695682 Book/CD Pack $16.95

**Modes for Guitar**
by Tom Kolb
Private Lessons
00695555 Book/CD Pack $18.99

**Music Reading for Guitar**
by David Oakes
Essential Concepts
00695192 $19.99

**The Musician’s Guide to Recording Acoustic Guitar**
by Dallan Beck
Private Lessons
00695505 Book/CD Pack $13.99

**Outside Guitar Licks**
Lessons and Lines for Taking Your Playing Over the Top
by Jean Marc Belkadi
Private Lessons
00695697 Book/CD Pack $16.99

**Power Plucking**
A Rocker’s Guide to Acoustic Fingerstyle Guitar
by Dale Turner
Private Lessons
00695962 Book/CD Pack $19.95

**Practice Trax for Guitar**
by Danny Gill
Private Lessons
00695601 Book/CD Pack $17.99

**Progressive Tapping Licks**
Lessons and Tab for 75 Extreme Guitar Tapping Ideas
by Jean Marc Belkadi
Private Lessons
00695748 Book/CD Pack $15.95

**Rhythm Guitar**
The Complete Guide
by Bruce Buckingham & Eric Paschal
Essential Concepts
00695188 Book $17.95
00695909 DVD $19.95

**Rock Lead Basics**
by Nick Nolan and Danny Gill
Master Class
00695144 Book/CD Pack $18.99
00695910 DVD $19.95

**Rock Lead Performance**
by Nick Nolan and Danny Gill
Master Class
00695278 Book/CD Pack $17.95

**Rock Lead Techniques**
by Nick Nolan and Danny Gill
Master Class
00695146 Book/CD Pack $16.99

---

**Guides and Publications**
by Musicians Institute
---

**Guitar Basics**
Essential Chords, Scales, Rhythms, and Theory
by Bruce Buckingham
Private Lessons
00695321 $9.95

**Guitar Fretboard Workbook**
A Complete System for Understanding the Fretboard For Acoustic or Electric Guitar
by Barrett Tagliarino
Essential Concepts
00695134 Book/CD Pack $17.95

**Guitar Hanon**
by Peter Deneff
Private Lessons
00695321 $9.95

**The Guitar Lick•tionary**
The Contemporary Guide to Improvisation
by Daniel Gilbert and Beth Marlis
Essential Concepts
00695190 Book/CD Pack $19.95
00695907 DVD $19.95

**Harmonics**
Guitar in the Style of Lenny Breau, Ted Greene, and Ralph Towner
by Jamie Findlay
Private Lessons
00695169 Book/CD Pack $13.99

**Introduction to Jazz Guitar Soloing**
A Comprehensive Improvisation Method
by Joe Elliott
Master Class
00695406 Book/CD Pack $19.95

---

**MUSICIANS INSTITUTE**
Funk & Hip-Hop Drumming
by Ed Roscetti
Private Lessons
______ 00695756 Book/CD Pack $19.95

Latin Soloing for Drumset
by Phil Martrano
Private Lessons
______ 00695287 Book/CD Pack $16.99

Ray Luzier
Double Bass Drum Techniques, Hand and Foot Warm-Up Exercises
______ 00695876 DVD $29.95

Rock Drumming Workbook
A Guide to Improving Your Rock Grooves, Fills and Phrases
Private Lessons
by Ed Roscetti
______ 00695135 Book/CD Pack $19.95

Working the inner clock for Drumset
by Phil Martrano
Private Lessons
______ 00695127 Book/CD Pack $17.95

An Approach to Jazz Improvisation
A Step-by-Step Guide for All Musicians
Private Lessons
by Dave Poletti
This book/CD pack explores the styles of Charlie Parker, Clifford Brown, Sonny Rollins, Bud Powell, and others for a comprehensive guide to jazz improvisation. The CD includes 99 tracks for play-along and demonstration. Topics include: scale choices, chord analysis, phrasing, memorization, transposition of solos, melodies, and harmonic progressions, and much more.
______ 00695135 Book/CD Pack $17.95

Classic Rock Workshop Series
Transcribed scores of music’s greatest songs, designed from MI’s performance workshop classes. Each part is analyzed to give “behind-the-scenes” understanding of why these songs are classics and how to perform them.
10 complete scores, Including: Born to Be Wild • Get Back • Iron Man • Sunshine of Your Love • Walk This Way • and more.
______ 00695136 Book/CD Pack $19.95

Encyclopedia of Reading Rhythms
text and workbook for all instruments
by Gary Hess
A comprehensive guide to: notes, rests, counting, subdividing, time signatures; triplets, ties, dotted notes and rests; cut time, compound time, swing, shuffle; rhythm studies, counting systems, road maps; and more!
“…provides a Britannica-like benefit to players whose reading skills are underdeveloped or in need of a good polishing.”
—Rich Watson, Modern Drummer Magazine
______ 00695145 $19.95

Ear Training
The Complete Guide for All Musicians
by Keith Wyatt, Carl Schroeder and Joe Elliott
Essential Concepts
This book and double CD pack takes you step by step through MI’s well-known Ear Training course. Complete lessons and analysis include: basic pitch matching • singing major and minor scales • identifying intervals • transcribing melodies and rhythm • identifying chords and progressions • seventh chords and the blues • modal interchange, chromaticism, modulation • and more! Learn to hear and to visualize on your instrument. Take your playing from good to great! Over 2 hours of practice exercises — with complete answers in the back.
______ 00695138 Book/CD Pack $24.95

Harmony and Theory
A Comprehensive Source for All Musicians
by Keith Wyatt and Carl Schroeder
Essential Concepts
This book is a step-by-step guide to MI’s well-known Harmony and Theory class. It includes complete lessons and analysis of: intervals, rhythms, scales, chords, key signatures; transposition, chord inversions, key centers; harmonizing the major and minor scales; and more!
______ 00695161 $19.95

Lead Sheet Bible
A Step-by-Step Guide to Writing Lead Sheets and Chord Charts
by Robin Randall and Janice Peterson
Private Lessons
This book/CD package is for the singer, songwriter, or musician who wants to create a lead sheet or chord chart that is easy to follow. The CD includes over 70 demo tracks. The instruction covers: song form, transposition, considering the instrumentation, scales, keys, rhythm, chords, slash notation, and other basics, beaming, stemming, syncopation, intervals, chord symbols, sample songs, common terms, and important tips. It also includes sample songs, common terms, and important tips for anyone putting music on paper.
______ 00695130 $19.95

Recording
Home Recording Basics
Featuring Dallan Beck
Please see the Hal Leonard DVD Catalog for a complete description.
______ 00695911 DVD $19.95
______ 00695655 Video $19.95

The Musician’s Guide to Recording Acoustic Guitar
by Dallan Beck
Private Lessons
Learn the tools of the trade for recording acoustic guitar parts in your home studio! Topics covered in this one-on-one lesson with MI faculty instructor Dallan Beck include miking techniques, direct recording, EQ, compression, recording techniques, and effects such as chorus, reverb and delay. The accompanying CD features 48 demo tracks.
______ 00695505 Book/CD Pack $13.99
THE MUSICIAN’S GUIDE TO RECORDING DRUMS
by Dallan Beck
Private Lessons
This private lesson with MI instructor Dallan Beck will teach you how to get a professional sound when recording drums in the studio and on stage. Topics covered include: microphones, sound processors, drum components, room and accent mics, different drumming styles, drum grooves and more. The accompanying CD contains nearly 100 demonstration tracks.

______ 00695755 Book/CD Pack..............$19.95

THE MUSICIAN’S GUIDE TO RECORDING VOCALS
by Dallan Beck
Private Lessons
In this “one-on-one” lesson, Recording Institute of Technology instructor Dallan Beck presents a well thought-out tutorial on recording vocals that all musicians and recording engineers can learn from. He explains microphones, mic placement, compression, equalization, tracking vocals, effects and more in a detailed, yet easy-to-understand way. The accompanying CD contains 80 helpful demonstration tracks.

______ 00695626 Book/CD Pack..............$15.99

REFERENCE
GOING PRO
DEVELOPING A PROFESSIONAL CAREER IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
by Kenny Kerner
Private Lessons
Everything you need to know to go pro, including information about personal managers, music attorneys, business managers and booking agents, record companies, A&R, publishing, songwriting, demo tapes and press kits, self-promotion, and more. 6” x 9”

______ 00695322.....................................$17.95